
 These brass intake shutters are designed to be used 
along with our #14860 Intake screens on the Proto2000 GP7’s 
and GP9’s models.  They will need the openings to be  .200” 
tall and .350” wide  (1.075” and .710” if you open the whole 
area.) There is a left hand and right hand to these shutters.  
Please read through these instructions first to become 
familiar with them and what we are trying to accomplish. 
Additional photos and information can be found on our 
web page at 
 www.planomodelproducts.com/14861/14861.html   
 
You will notice that the frame around the shutters is half 
etched while the shutters are full thickness. These  frames will 
folded together to give a full thickness frame once 
everything is bent and folded together.  
  
First bend half of the shutters up to almost 90 degrees. This is 
up in the direction of the half etch area. The other half of 
the shutters will be bent down in the opposite direction 
about 90 degrees.  
 
There is a divider line in the frames between the two groups 
of shutters.  Fold in half at this line. As the two halves come 
together you will notice how the shutters slide between 
each other. The positioning tabs should also line up.  
 
Firmly press the halves together at the hinge points. Once 
together, all of the inter lock tabs should be all lined up and 
everything should look like one solid piece.   A small dab of 

CA glue between the halves should keep them together. 
The shutters mount to the inside surface of the shell. The 
larger horizontal surface (the fold line side) will be the 
bottom mounting surface. Once installed, the shutters can 
be positioned from the outside, before the screens are 
installed.  If screens are already installed, do some test fits to 
see how you want your shutters  positioned before gluing in 
place The shutters can be modeled open, closed or any 
position.   
 
This completes this part of your Geep detailing project. 
Touch up paint if needed.  We thank you for using our 
product on your model.  Please see your local hobby 
supplier for all of our photo etch details or visit us online. 
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